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Inv-2 Expansion 1: The Birth of the Blue Free Fall Equations      sheet # ____

Opening:
   Write the three orange general equations   Change these to the Blue Free Fall Equations
     (1 dimensional constant accel. motion)        (1 dimensional free fall)

What is g?  _____________  
What is the difference between ax and g ?                                                                      What is the difference between ay and g ?

Why do we “hardwire” the negative sign 
into the free fall blue mirror equations?

Problems:  (Remember to follow C.L. Deipua when working problems)
1.) A stone is dropped from rest from the top of a high cliff:
a.) What is the displacement (Δy) after 1.0 sec? 

b.) What is the stone’s displacement after 3.0 seconds?

c.) How far does the stone fall between the 1st and the 3rd second? 

d.) What is the stone’s velocity after 2.0 second?

e.) What is the stone’s speed after 3.0 seconds? 
 
2.) A ball is thrown vertically downward from the top of a building at 14.0 m/s 
and hits the ground in 5.0 sec:    
a.) Determine the total displacement.                   

b.) Draw the displacement vector to the right.    
c.) How tall is the building? _________                             

d.) What is the velocity of the ball halfway down? 

e.) ( I realize the following question can be misinterpreted, but you will see it asked 
this way many times in your physics career) What is the final velocity of the ball? 
(the answer is NOT zero.)

f.) Draw the following three velocity vectors next to the building in the figure above using the scale  1 cm = 20 m/s.     
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, v f halfway down.  Also plot the ay  vector next to each  of the 3  velocity vectors.



3.) A ball is thrown vertically upward from the top of a building at 12.0 m/s and hits the ground in 9.0 secs.
a.) What is the velocity of the ball just before it hits the ground?

b.) What is Δy?

c.) What is the height of the building?  ______________

4.) OVERHEAD: Explain your answer to the “Average Falling Speed” overhead.

5.) OVERHEAD: Explain your answer to the “Acceleration at the Top” overhead.

6.) Crazy Joe Clayton is out to impress his cousin Wanda Cole McCoy. He tilts back his head and spits his chewing 
tobacco wad straight up in the air with a velocity of 15 ft/s .
a.) What distance upward will it have moved when its speed reaches 0 ft/s?

b.) How much time will have passed when its speed equals 0 ft/s?

c.) How much time will be required for the wad to fall the same distance it went up?

d.) What will be the velocity of the wad just before it lands back in Crazy Joe’s mouth?

7.) Mr. Richardson has spotted Patches sleeping  4.0 meters up in the branches of the Sycamore tree in his backyard.  
Standing directly under Patches, he picks up a smooth spherical stone and takes aim.  He doesn’t want to actually 
hurt Patches, he just wants the stone to barely nudge Patches so that he can disturb the irritating cat’s slumber.   With 
what velocity must he release the stone?

8.)  A steel ball is dropped from a height of 30.0 meters above the earth’s surface. An identical ball is dropped 30.0 m 
above the surface of the moon (Due to the moon’s much smaller mass, its gravity is one sixth the gravity of the earth)
a.) Determine the velocity of each ball just before it hits the surface.
EARTH: MOON:

b.) Determine the time required for each ball to hit the surface.
EARTH: MOON:
 

 1a) -4.91m  1b) -44.1m   1c) 39.2m    1d) -19.6m/s  1e) 29.4m/s  2a) -193m  2c) YD  2d) -45.7 m/s   2e) -63.1m/s   3a) -76.3m/s  
3b) -289.3m  3c) YD  6a) 3.5 ft  6b) 0.47 s  6c&d) YD   7) 8.86m/s  8a) E: -24m/s,  M: -9.92m/s   8b) E: 2.5s , M: 6.04s


